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Abstract—Distributed virtual simulations deployed on shared
resources can frequently undergo loss of performance due to
external background load, improper placement of simulation
entities, or dynamic simulation load changes. The High Level
Architecture (HLA) was designed as a solution for coordinating
the execution of distributed simulations. This framework offers
management services to organize such simulations, but it does
not provide mechanisms for detecting and controlling load
imbalances. Several balancing approaches have been designed
aiming at a generic scheme for solving load imbalance issues
of distributed simulations, but these approaches are concerned
with issues of specific simulation applications or are unaware
of environment characteristics. To overcome such limitations,
a dynamic, distributed balancing scheme has been developed.
However, the scheme is not aware of federate migration latencies.
Since migration latency directly influences balancing efficiency
and responsiveness, a redistribution scheme is proposed to mea-
sure migration delays and used them in its balancing algorithm
to determine load deployment changes. The delays are used
in a cost function that determines the redistribution behaviour
of the balancing scheme. Experiments have been performed to
analyze the performance gain of the proposed scheme when costly
migrations are present.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aiming to simulate complex systems or develop large-
scale virtual environments, distributed virtual simulations have
been receiving a growing importance, mainly HLA-base sim-
ulations. As any other distributed system, such simulations
can undergo performance loss due to inappropriate allocation
of resources and dynamic load changes. More specifically,
performance loss is directly related to the existence of load
imbalances in distributed simulations. These imbalances are
generated from the heterogeneous characteristics of resources,
external background load, and dynamic simulation application
load oscillations. A predefined, static analysis of simulation
load might prevent the imbalances caused by the heterogeneity
of resources, but the analysis cannot predict the dynamic load
changes that can occur during run-time. As a result, a dynamic
balancing scheme is necessary to fully avoid load imbalances
and provide performance gain for such simulations.

The High Level Architecture (HLA) was developed to pro-
vide a framework that facilitates the design and coordination of
distributed simulations. In the framework, there is an emphasis
on re-usability of and interoperability between simulation
entities as an objective of supporting large-scale simulations.
The framework is basically divided in a set of rules, interface
definitions, object templates, and management services. The

services are constantly accessed by simulation entities, called
federates, to control the exchange of information and the
simulation progress. Federates that belong to a virtual sim-
ulation composed a federation, and a Run-time Infrastructure
(RTI) works in parallel to provide the management services.
Limited by its design, HLA only coordinates simulation to
avoid causality inconsistencies, and it is not able to detect and
prevent load imbalances.

Numerous balancing schemes have been designed aiming to
coordinate the load placement of distributed simulations and
prevent imbalances. The majority of these schemes present
limitations and do not fully consider the distributed load and
resources characteristics to reorganize simulation entities. A
distributed balancing scheme has been developed to provide
a decentralized load redistribution method to overcome such
limitations. However, even this scheme design presents a
drawbacks that might lead simulations to loose performance.
The previous balancing systems do not consider the migration
latency in their schemes, so considerable overhead might be
generated, probably jeopardizing simulation performance.

In order to introduce awareness of migration latency into the
load redistribution, a balancing scheme is proposed. Similarly
to the system designed in [1], the balancing scheme is divided
in monitoring, redistribution, and migration phases, in which
constant monitoring is used to enable balancing responsive-
ness. Besides detecting computational load imbalances and
determining appropriate load changes, the scheme employs
metrics related to federates and migration processes to evaluate
the needed modifications in the distributed load. The load
redistribution, as well as data gathering, needs to be modified
to incorporate this migration analysis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the related work and challenging issues are presented.
In Section 3, the proposed balancing system is presented by
describing its architecture and functioning of each component.
In Section 4, the experimental scenario is delineated, and
results are discussed. In Section 5, a brief conclusion is
presented determining directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Because distributed simulations totally rely on resources
to execute properly, load balancing is vital for maximizing
or keeping execution performance. As result, many balanc-
ing schemes have been designed attempting to increase the



utilization of resources and decrease the influence of delays
on simulation time. Generally, these schemes consider com-
putational load and simulation internal dependencies in their
redistribution algorithms to statically or dynamically achieve
reasonable allocation of resources to simulation entities.

Simulation internal dependencies produce considerable
amount of delays on simulations through the waiting times
among interactive simulation entities. Some balancing schemes
rearrange simulation entities decrease the delay by observing
simulation look-ahead or the communication rate of simula-
tions. The simulation look-ahead analysis exposes the simula-
tion entities that generate delays for the rest of a simulation.
Reorganizing the load to minimize the look-ahead differences
reflects on a improvement of simulation processing pace, as
described in [2]. The analysis of simulation communication
rate allows to identify the communication latencies caused by
the network distances between simulation entities. Modifica-
tions on load approximate interactive entities and decrease the
accumulated delay on the simulation time, as presented in [3]
[4] [5] [6].

Imbalances of computational load are directly involved
with simulation performance. A heavy loaded simulation en-
tity can considerably reduce the final execution performance
due to simulation dependencies, and maximizing consump-
tion of resources’ processing allows to decrease simulation
time. Many balancing schemes attempts to achieve simulation
performance improvement through evenly distributing load
on shared resources, which can be performed in simulation
centred or resource centred approaches. The simulation centred
approaches observe the execution performance status based
on simulations, as a method of indirectly evaluating the re-
sources’ load. In this case, such schemes measure and analyze
the execution pace of simulation entities [7] [8] [9] [10].
The resource centred approaches directly examine the shared
resources’ conditions to determine imbalances and rearrange
the distributed simulation load [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]
[17] [18]. Focusing on this last approach, the cited balancing
designs present particular limitations, and observing that a
centralized balancing scheme [19] and a distributed balancing
scheme [1] have been developed.

However, the two last approaches, as well as the oth-
ers, do not consider the migration latencies when defining
modifications on simulation load deployment. Depending on
these latencies, load redistribution can jeopardize simulation
performance rather than improve it. Therefore, a balancing
scheme that weighs the migration latencies when determining
load reconfiguration is needed.

III. PROPOSED BALANCING SYSTEM

Migration latency directly influences the load redistribution
performance since the latency dictates the frequency in which
HLA federates can be moved. Load redistribution schemes
mostly consider the relation between load imbalances (compu-
tation and communication) and available resources to identify
the need to reallocate load. The schemes partially consider
the migration latency, but they do not directly evaluate the
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Fig. 1: General Architecture fo the Dynamic Load Balancing
System

migration delay interference into the simulation performance.
Their balancing thresholds are statically set as an attempt to
consider performance loss in the redistribution move when
comparing the difference of load between resources. This
static configuration is roughly determined through extensive
experiments, which provide an imprecise value that guides the
responsiveness of the balancing system.

The proposed balancing system aims to incorporate mi-
gration latency analysis in the load redistribution procedure
for a balancing scheme. The analysis introduces awareness
of migration cost into the by estimating the latencies of
migration based on the past of a specific federate migra-
tion. The migration-awareness is provided by enabling the
monitoring of migration metrics and evaluating them together
with the current load imbalances. Therefore, the monitoring,
redistribution, and migration balancing phases are modified
to accommodate the appropriated changes in the balancing
algorithm.

A. Architecture

Similarly to the architectures described in [1] [19], the main
element in the system is the Cluster Load Balancer (CLB).
As shown in Figure 1, a CLB coordinates all the balancing
procedure by connecting all other balancing components. The
CLB collects information related to resources’ status through a
Monitoring Interface, which accesses Monitoring Information
Services to retrieved load status data. This load status data
is provided by Grid services through MDS services [20].
The CLB also requests information related to each federate
through the access to Local Monitoring Interfaces. The gath-
ered data regards CPU consumption for federates, migration-
related metrics, and processing queue of resources. After
data is retrieved, filtering is applied to eliminate unnecessary
information that can mislead the analysis.



A Local Load Balancer (LLB) is responsible for enabling
the management of federates in each resource. Acting as an
intermediate element for the CLB, the LLB retrieves feder-
ates’ data and forwards migration calls. The data retrieval is
performed by each Computation Load Monitor through Local
Monitoring Interface. Migration calls are transmitted to their
respective Migration Manager (MM). A MM organizes every
step to consistently realize a two-phase federate migration [21]
[22]. Basically, the two-phase federate migration procedure
transfers federates to remote resources determined by migra-
tion calls. Since simulations are highly sensitive to message
losses and inconsistencies (ordering), the migration procedure
becomes complex. The procedure also aims to minimize the
time that a federate is suspended to avoid jeopardizing the
virtual simulation performance. In summary, the two migration
phases consist in first transmitting the static data of a federate
and then transferring the dynamic data that contains the
execution state of a federate. Grid services [20] are employed
to transfer of static data and to submit the federate to a
remote resource. The second phase is started by the MM that
retrieves the dynamic data and suspends the federate execution.
The transfer of dynamic data between resources of different
domains, a migration proxy is introduced as an intermediate
element.

Each LLB is responsible for a resource, and a set of
resources and LLBs is managed by a CLB. All this group
of balancing components and resources composed a branch in
the system’s hierarchical structure. The system not necessarily
needs to be configured hierarchically, but CLBs might be
placed according to the availability of resources and the
topological structure of the distributed system. Each CLB is
connected to a set of neighbour CLBs. With larger the number
of connections, more effectively load changes are reverberated
to the entire set of resources, but higher communication
overhead is introduced in the system. For balancing, CLBs
interact to each other according to relations that are delimited
by the balancing algorithm.

B. Proposed Balancing Algorithm

The balancing algorithm of the proposed migration-aware
scheme is divided in three phases: monitoring, redistribution,
and migration. This division in three phases facilitates obtain-
ing a solution for the balancing problem, in which the issues
related to each phase are dealt separately. As described in
Algorithm 1 and as delimited in [1], the balancing process
works in cycles, and each cycle starts with the monitoring
phase. Based on the gathered metrics, a local redistribution
is performed first and then a inter-domain redistribution is
realized. At the end, migration calls issued to their respective
destinations to really accomplish the needed, defined load
modifications.

Monitoring is an essential step in the algorithm since it
enables responsiveness to dynamic load changes and eventual
unpredictable imbalances. Consequently, the first task in the
algorithm is accessing the monitoring services to retrieve
information about the resources’ load status. Filtering and nor-

Algorithm 1 Distributed Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm
loop

loads⇐ query MDS()
current loads⇐ filter MDS data(loads)
current loads⇐ normalize loads(current loads, benchmark)
overload cand⇐ select overload(current loads)
spec loads⇐ request LLBs(overload cand)
mng loads⇐ filter(current loads, spec loads)
mean, bds⇐ calculate mean bds(mng loads)
over, under ⇐ select(mng loads, mean, bds)
mig moves⇐ redistribute local(mng loads)
mig moves⇐ analyze migration latency(mig moves)
send migration moves(mig moves)
if mig moves = ∅ then

data neighbours⇐ request Neighbour Load Data()
else

if relFactor ≥ random number(1, 100) then
data neighbours⇐ request Neighbour Load Data()

else
data neighbours⇐ ∅

end if
end if
neighbours⇐ identify Neighbour Less Load()
if neigbours! = ∅ then

overloaded resources⇐ select(firstNeighbour)
federates⇐ select(spec loads, overloaded)

else
overloaded resources⇐ filter resources(extStD, localStD)
order resources(selectionParameter)
federates⇐ select(spec loads, overloaded)

end if
if overloaded resources! = ∅ then

moves⇐ redistribute(overloaded RSCs, neighbour RSCs)
moves⇐ analyze migration latency(moves)

end if
send migration moves(moves)
adjust factor(relFactor, overloaded RSCs, moves)
wait( ∆ )

end loop

malization procedures are applied to eliminate non-managed
resources and deal with heterogeneity of resources through
benchmarks. Overloaded resources are selected based on the
resulting information, and more detailed load data is requested
to each LLB. This information regards the load status of each
federate. According to this gathered information, overloaded
resources without federates are discarded. To allow analysis
about migration latency in the balancing scheme, each LLB
also provides information related to the last migration of
each federate. This migration information comprises migration
time, migration distance, and federate state size. Migration
time consists in the time spent to transmit the federate’s
dynamic data. Migration distance represents the topological
distance and communication latency between two resources
involved with a migration. Federate state size corresponds to
the amount of data transmitted during the second migration
phase, a federate’s execution state. Based on these three
metrics, a future migration latency is estimated.

Following Algorithm 1, the redistribution in the local scope
is realized just after monitoring data is retrieved. Based on
the migrations resulting from the local redistribution, the inter-
domain load rearrangement is triggered. Inter-domain redistri-
bution is performed in two situations: local load distribution
modifications are not generated; or the domains present con-
siderable load imbalances, which are represented by a distri-
bution factor (number of successful inter-domain migrations).
The redistribution algorithm is similar for both scopes, but



Algorithm 2 Pair-Match Evaluation Algorithm
Require: src rsc, dst rsc

selected federate⇐ select federate smallestLatency(src rsc)
if dst rsc < min then

if number fed(src rsc) ≥ 1 & src rsc > (min ∗ φ) then
∆t′ ⇐ ∆t× α
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, selected federate)

else if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then
∆t′ ⇐ ∆t
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, selected federate)

end if
else if (dst rsc− src rsc) > (min ∗ δ) then

if number fed(src rsc) ≥ 1 & (dst rsc−src rsc) > (min∗φ) then
∆t′ ⇐ ∆t× α
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, selected federate)

else if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then
∆t′ ⇐ ∆t
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, selected federate)

end if
end if
if migrationMove then

estimatedGain⇐ estimateMigGain(dst rsc, src rsc, ∆t′)
estMigTime⇐ estMigTime(dst rsc, src rsc, selected federate)
return migrationMove, estimatedGain, estimatedMigTime

end if

the inter-domain redistribution requires load information from
neighbour CLBs. This information is used to rank neighbour
domains and select the ones that can provide the largest
number of migrations. Based on this selected neighbour CLBs,
local overloaded resources are identified, and the redistribution
algorithm is applied. For both scopes, the list of overload
resources is classified according to their distance to CLB’s
resources. These resources are also organized in a descending
order. With this configuration, the algorithm selects first the
most overloaded resources in the closest position. If the pair-
match does not generate a migration, the search continues with
the most overloaded resource in the next position after the last.

The algorithm compares the overloaded and underloaded
resources through pair-match evaluations. As described in
Algorithm 2, the pair-match analysis observes the difference
of load between a pair of resources, and it determines a
migration move if this difference exceeds certain value. In
order to enable awareness of migration latencies into balancing
decision-making, migration time and performance gain are
estimated. A federate from the overloaded resource is selected
for migration, and estimations are calculated based on its
metrics. The federate with the smallest migration time is iden-
tified. For determining such federate, its migration distance,
migration delay, and state size are considered. All running
federates have their migration delays normalized and then
compared to obtain the candidate with lowest interference in
the simulation performance.

After a migration is successfully determined through the
pair-match algorithm, migration latency and performance gain
estimations are calculated based on simple rules of propor-
tionality. The migration latency (te) is calculated using the
federate’s migration delay (timemig) and distance for the last
migration (distmig), as presented in Formula 1. The latency is
estimated with a comparison based on proportion between the
distances of the past and current migrations. The performance
gain of a migration move is obtained through Formula 2.

Algorithm 3 Migration Latency Filtering Algorithm
Require: mig moves

if mig moves! = ∅ then
timeGain⇐ calculateGain(mig moves)
expectedMigrationDelay ← calculate(mig moves)
while timeGain ≤ expectedMigrationDelay do

mig moves⇐ eliminate smallest gain(mig moves)
timeGain⇐ calculateGain(mig moves)
expectedMigrationDelay ⇐ calculate(mig moves)

end while
end if
return mig moves

Basically, the gain in time (td) is computed according to a
relation between the loadsrc and the loaddst; the difference
between their computational load provides the gain in matters
of load, which is then factorized into time when multiplied to
∆t.

te =
timemig × distmig

distdst
(1)

td =
∆t× (loadsrc −minload − loaddst)

loadsrc
(2)

The factor ∆t is employed as the time that defines the
base estimating the performance improvement of a migration
move. This factor is employed because a more consistent value
that really represents the virtual simulation time cannot be
used. The balancing system cannot obtain any information
related to the duration of simulations in order to minimize
the modifications in simulators and maintain transparency
to simulations and the simulation framework. The system
also cannot determine the virtual simulation time because
simulations can present different execution behaviour, which
leads to very different unpredictable simulation times. Thus,
since the balancing system does not have any information
related to the duration of simulations, the balancing interval
is adopted as parameter to estimate the performance gain in a
short term.

After a list of migration moves is defined, the algorithm
validates the ones that can really decrease simulation execution
time. As described in Algorithm 3, a filtering is applied
based on the comparison between the final estimations of
performance gain and migration latency for the entire set
of migrations. For this final estimation, it is assumed that
final result in gain and latency is led by the largest times;
the rest of values influences the influences the final result,
but they do not majorly contribute to it. As a consequence,
the final estimations sum the largest time and part of the
rest of times. A simple comparison between the final estima-
tions of performance gain (timeGain) and migration delay
(expectedMigrationDelay); if gain is smaller than delay,
filtering is applied. The filtering consists in eliminating the
migration move with the lowest gain. Iteratively, the final
estimations are re-calculated and compared until the the set
of migrations present a gain larger than the migration cost.

Finally, with the resulting filtered list of migration moves,
the balancing cycle concludes by issuing the migration calls to
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Fig. 2: Performance Gain Analysis Between the Distributed Balancing and the Migration-Aware Balancing for an Increasing
Number of Federates with Static Load

their respective MM in the destination resources. Meanwhile
the migration is performed, new data about the migration
metrics is registered in the balancing system to contribute with
the redistribution decisions in the next balancing cycle. This
data is collected during the second part of migrations; the time
spent for transferring federate state, size of federate state, and
migration distance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
balancing scheme, experiments have been conducted. In the
experiments the proposed migration-aware balancing scheme
was compared with the distributed balancing scheme. An
environment composed of two computing clusters connected
through a fast-Ethernet network link was used to realize the
experiments. One cluster consisted in a set of 24 computing
servers connected with a Myrinet optical network, which
allowed data transfers up to 2 gigabits per second. Each
computing server was composed of a Quadicore 2.40GHz
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and 8 gigabytes of RAM memory.
The other cluster constituted a set of 32 computing servers
interconnected by a gigabit Ethernet network. Every server
presented a Core 2 Duo 3.4 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and
2 gigabytes of RAM. Linux operating system was used in
all servers, and HLA RTI version 1.3, together with Globus
toolkit, was installed to assist the simulations and the balancing
systems in both clusters. For both balancing systems, their
components were evenly placed on the distributed resources:
each LLB was deployed on a computing server, and a CLB
was set on each cluster.

The experimental scenario comprised federates evenly allo-
cated to shared computing servers and an HLA RTI executive
placed on a dedicated server. The distributed virtual simulation
scenario consisted in coordinating the movement of teams of
tanks for training operations in a two-dimension routing space.

Such teams were composed of interactive tanks that moved and
interacted according to a time-stepped simulation model. Each
simulation consisted of 1 to 1000 federates. Each federate cal-
culated the movement of a tank (object), published the result-
ing tank’s position to appropriated federates, and subscribed
for a interest region related to the position of its tanks inside
the routing space. The calculation of movement comprised
intensive computing processing, which produced enough load
to totally consume a processor’s computational resource for a
whole simulation time step. Furthermore, additional objects
were incorporated into federates in order to increase their
execution state size, but these objects did not participate in
the virtual simulation model for the purpose of minimizing
the influence of communication load and emphasizing on the
aspects of computational load. The number of these additional
objects ranged between 1 to 600 for each federate. Since
the network resources provided a high bandwidth for data
transfers, even a high number objects exerted small influence
on the migration latency. Thus, a latency proportional to the
number of objects was also added to the migration process to
simulate the transmission in high latency networks.

As shown in Figure 2a, the performance gain of the pro-
posed migration-aware scheme is evaluated by comparing the
scheme with distributed balancing scheme previously devel-
oped in [1]. The curves in the graph represent the results
for simulations with an increasing number of federates that
were balanced by the distributed and the migration-aware
schemes with different migration latencies (1, 200, 400, and
600). The distributed approach, unaware of the migration
latency, undergone a severe performance loss as the imposed
migration latency increased. On the other hand, the migration-
aware approach was able to still provide performance gain
improvement for low migration latency scenarios, and it does
not impair simulation performance in the high migration
latency cases. With simulations composed of 1000 federates,



all curves converged to the same region. This evidences a
load saturation of the system and thus a negligible amount
of migrations, which did not influence the final simulation
execution time.

Figure 2b shows the number of migrations realized by
each scheme in the experiments. The curves confirm the
performance gain analysis by demonstrating the amount of
migrations accomplished in each latency case. The distributed
approach, performs considerably higher number of migrations
in presence on high latencies. This high increase originated
from the increase of simulation time. Since the distributed
approach constantly analyzes the load of the neighbourhood,
it is constantly subject to identify some migrations due to
small load oscillations. As the simulation time increased in
the experiment, the time of balancing exposure to these small
oscillations was higher, enabling the production of more de-
lays. In this case, the migration latency with cumulative delays
on simulation time promoted the creation of additional costly
migrations recursively. This recursive aspect is originated by
increasing the simulation time and allowing the balancing
system to produce more high-latency migrations that further
delay the simulation execution. The migration-aware scheme
presented a considerable decrease in the number of migrations
as the migration latency increased. This decrease of migrations
was a twofold since the migration-aware scheme prevented the
creation of costly load changes and avoided the cumulative,
recursive migration delay influence on the simulation time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a distributed, dynamic balancing scheme that
is aware of migration latency was proposed for distributed
virtual simulations. The introduction of concerns about mi-
gration latency in the redistribution algorithm improves the
balancing efficiency since costly migrations are avoided when
attempting to evenly distribute load. As main characteristic
of the scheme is responsiveness to imbalances, the system
constantly monitors, redistributes, and migrates load that by
essence can dynamically change. Estimations based on col-
lected migration latency metrics are employed to determine
migration costs and identify valuable migrations. The exper-
iments showed that the proposed system was able to avoid
such costly migrations without impairing the virtual simulation
performance. However, further analysis and experiments are
necessary to investigate the proposed system and to evaluate
the parameters adopted, such as ∆t that directly influences the
redistribution effectiveness.
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